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ABSTRACT 

This project is concerned with the design and construction of an Intruder alarm system 

with a monitoring and indicator unit. The project is meant to provide a security alarm 

system which not only safe guards us from thieves and intrlld~r5, but <!Iso h~lps in pin

pointing the exact point(s) of intrusion (monHoring and indicator unit), hence reducing 

the time wasted in searching for point(s) of intrusion, which could give the intruder time 

to escape. The system comprises of six units; the input/sensor unit, the 

monitoring/indicator unit, the timing unit, the tone generation unit and the power supply 

unit (PSU). A prototype of a bungalow house is used to demonstrate the working 

principle of this project. Micro-switches are used as the intrusion detectors connected in 

electronic mats used at the doorsteps of each of the four entrances chosen and finally 

connected to the system. Light emitting diodes (LEDs) are used to act as the output of the 

monitoring and indicator unit. Each LED is labeled to correspond to a switching point and 

indicates which switch is tripped ON. The project was successfully implemented. 
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CHAPTERO~E 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

I n these times of increasing crime and the ft, it has O~COI11~ impeiativc to 

safeguard our homes and properties with adequate safety devices. Installing a burglar 

alarm system can go a long way in providing us with protection against thieves and 

intruders. Burglar alarm systems commonly used today are electronic systems of sensors 

rthat detect intrusion and trigger off an alarm. 

Intrusion detectors are generally of two classes: Point detectors and Area (or 

volume) detectors.[IJ 

Point detectors indicate an intrusion at a specific point, and types include 

mechanical or magnetic contacts on doors and windows to detect when they are opened or 

broken, photocell or microwave beams across pathways, pressure-sensitive mats, fiber

optic bend or stress sensors (e.g for wire fences), proximity switches that detect humans 

and vibration sensors among others . 

. Area detectors indicate an intruder's presence ~ithin the protected area and use 

such technologies as Ultrasonic transducers, passive infra-red (heat) detectors, and 

microwave transducers (sometimes in combination witilin one s:::nsor). In general, area 

sensors detect a sudden change in the measurements being taken and trigger at some 

predetermined threshold. They are much more prone to false alarms than Point sensors, 

often because of improper aiming or other adjustments.121 



1.2 OBJECTIVE 

The main objective of this project is to design and construct an alarm system using 

micro-switches as sensor intrusion detectors, with a memory unit incorporated to help in 

indicating the exact point(s) of intrusion via indicators, and also store such information 

until it is reset. 

The project is aimed at providing a security alarm system to protect us against 

thieves and intruders, and which helps in pin-pointing exact point(s) of intrusion hence 

reducing the time spent in searching for the point of intrusion which could give the 

i~truder time to escape. 

1.3 METHODOLGY 

A prototype of a bungalow house is used to demonstrate the working principle of 

this project. 

For convenience, only four door points were choser. ~ .. :, be ;:,t!(,ured ~since the 4044 

Ie used for the monitoring and indicator unit has only four set/reset pins), to demonstrate 

the ~orking principle of the system. 

Micro-switches are used as the intrusion detectors connected in electronic mats 

used at the doorsteps of each of the four entrances chosen and finally connected to the 

system. 

Light emitting diodes (LEOs) are used to act as the output of the monitoring and 

indicator unit. Each LED is labeled to correspond to a switching point and indicates 

which switch is tripped ON. These switches can also be connected to windows, such that 

any attempt to open any of the windows triggers the alarm. 
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1.4 BASIC WORKING PRINCIPLES OF THE INTRUDER ALARM 

liP sensor 
switches 

. 

Timing 
unit 

Memory 
unit 

SYSTEM 

Tone 
generation unit 

Indicators 

Fig.1 A simple block diagram of the Intruder Alarm System 

When activated, with a little attempt at opening the wjndow, door or on stepping on the 

doormat, the micro-switch which is normally in the open-mode gets closed, triggering the 

alarm. 

The memory unit which is connected to each switch then indicates the point of 

intrusion via indicators. The pulse generated by the sensor switches will activate a two-

tone generator built on 555 timer ICs connected in an astable mode, which makes up the 

TOile generation Unit. The liming unit controls the period at which the g~nerated tone will 

last. The timing unit is also built on a 555 timer IC, but in a monostable mode. Hence the 

generated tone is gotten as the output. 

The whole system is powered by a 9v d.c power supply, with a 6v d.c backup 

battery connected into the circuit as a standby power supply in the event of mains power 

source failure. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The need for security of lives and properties has been a basic and fundamental 

problem in human society for ages. Hence the emergence of electronic intruder alarm 
, ' 

system to help detect/scare away intruders. 

Most burglar alarm systems involve a circuit loop system that rings a bell or 

~~tivates a siren when set off. A central control box monitors several motion detectors 

and perimeter guards and sounds an alarm when any of them are triggered.p] 

This project deals with the design and construction of an intruder alarm system 

which makes use of micro-switches as detectors. A memory unit is incorporated into the 

system which helps in indicating the exact point(s) of intrusion via indicators, which 

cou1d be seven segment display or in this case LEDs. 

The use of sensitive micro-switches in this project as the intrusion detectors is due 

to their soft touch nature, cost effectiveness in implementation and ruggedness to damage. 

The use of the memory unit also helps in indicating the exact point of intrusion, hence 

narrowing the searching perimeter for the intruder and reducing the time wastage which . ' 

could give the intruder time to escape. 

Prior to the research carried out, it is obvious to say that previous research work 

on design and construction of burglar alarm systems similar to this using different 

det~ctors have their own advantages and disadvantages (defects). 

A security alarm system using the closed circuit t71evision (CCTV) was 

considered [41. Closed circuit television enables visual information of the intruder to be 
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transmitted often in parallel with audio information. Since the use of the CCTV involve 

the use of many surveillance cameras as the input sensor and TV monitors connected by 

cables for the monitoring of the environment, this type of design is not only cost 

ineffective, but also prone to human error as the surveillance officer might sleep-off on 

duty. This means that at least two or more security guards must be on duty at any given . 
time. Also the system will be visible to the intruder aJ~d needs a constant power supply 

which can not be guaranteed 

Another design which is based on ~he principle of electromagnetism 

int~.rconnected to the Earth Leakage Circuit Breaker (ELCB) which functions.as a 

retaining contact [5] was considered. This type of project ~ould not be feasible 

considering the unreliability of public mains supply, no back-up power supply and also 

the equipment used are visible to the intruder, which means that the intruder might have 

gotten access to the protected area. 

Another detector considered was the light dependant resistor (LOR) [6]. The 

circuit operates with a fall of a shadow of any object on the LOR, i.e whenever the 

resistance of the LOR increases owing to decrease in level of light, the circuit actuate ON , 

making the output to be energized, thereby drawing the attention of the owner to the area 

of focus. The circuit used consists of a transistor, resistor and capacitor, which is the 

switching device and acts as a potential divider to bias the transistor as a switch. Once the 

transL;tor is ON it remains ON as long as the shadow falls on the surface of the LOR. 

This type of approach is not suitable because at night when the shadow of any object is 

not visible it becomes in-operative. 

The use of infra-red beam as an intruder detector [4] was also considered. This 

security alarm uses· the opaque nature and motion of the intruder to interrupt the reception 

of the infra-red beam energy transmitted towards a receiver which then triggers the alarm 
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output. Again this method becomes discredited for outdoor use because of attenuation and 

eventual extinction of the beam in fog and heavy rain, which may cause false alarm. 

There is the real restriction of using infra-red beam because of the wavelength which is 

too short and excessive loss of beam strength in rain and fog may occur and if the 

wavelength is made too long, it will lose control of the shape of the beam. 

Another sensor that could be used as an intrusion detector in security alarm 

gystem is the photoelectric cell, photoconductive cell or the audible sound detector.[7] If 

the audible sound detector as a sensor is used in a design like this, where a microphone is 

expected to be used to pick the sound of nlovement of an intruder. It obvious that the 

system is not practi·cable in highly populated environments such as schools, banks, office 

buildings etc since the popUlation will make it impossible for the security man on duty to 

recognize the cause of 1110st sounds that come from the spea;,er via the microphone. 

Hence this type of system is prone to false alarms. 

Sophisticated computer-aided scnsors [3. 10] include image-processing systems to 

detect and filter changcs in a surveillance video picture (possibly using infra-red or other 

light sources for the image) and can bc programmcd to detcct or ignore different types of 

motion in different parts of the scene, and can tcll thc·diffcrcncc bctwcen a person and 

other moving objec.ts. This type of systcm though provides the much needed protection is 

complex in implementing and is not cost effective. 

Another project which made usc ofmicro-switchcs similar to that use~ in this 

project [II] was considcred. This projcct uses m icro-swit~hes as input sensor detectors 

with a tone generator built on a 555 timer Ie in the astable mode to generate the output 

tone. This design was both cost effective and easy to implement but lack an indicator unit 

to reduce time wastage in determining the exact point(s) of intrusion which could give 

. 
time for the intruder to escape, especially when used in large environments. 
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Having measured all the pros and cons of these designs above, the option was to 

provide a security system with back-up power supply to counter power failure also one 

which is cost effective and less prone to false alarm. Hence this project design was chosen 

which uses micro-switches as sensor detectors, which are relatively cheap and less prone 

to false alarm, and which incorporates a memory unit which indicates the exact point of 

intrusion hence reducing the time of search of the intruder. A standby power supply is .. . 
also used to power the system in the event of power failure. . , 
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CHAPTER THREE 

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1 PREAMBLE: 

This chapter deals with the design of the individual stages of the Intruder Alarm 

System, which consist of the following units:-

I. Thepower supply unit 

II. Input/sensor micro-switches unit 

f:' III., Monitoring and indicator unit 

IV. Timing unit 

V. Tone generator unit 

VI. Output unit 

Power supply 
unit (PSU) 

1 
. Timing unit 

Input/sensor 
switches Unit 

, 

Tone generator 
unit 

Monitori.lg and 
indicator unit 

Output 
unit 

Fig. 3.1 A functional block diagram of the Intruder Alarm System 
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3.2 POWER SUPPLY UNIT (PSU) 

The power supply unit (PSU) is meant to provide electrical power to every other unit of 

the system. The PSU comprises:-

• Transformer 

• Rectifier 

• Voltage regulator 

• Battery and battery charger unit 

3.2.1 Transformer 

'.' The transformer used in this circuit is a 220/9v center tap A.C step-down type with a 

current rating of 500mA. 

3.2.2 Rectifier 

Since every electronic unit in this project makes use of D.C voltage, the stepped 

down AC voltage from the transformer must be rectified to DC before it can be useful 

to the system. The rectifier is made up of two diodes, connected in the centre-tap full

wave rectifier configuration. 

A filtering capacitor C2, (see fig.3.2.2 below) is used to remove the pulsating 

DC output voltage of the bridge rectifier to a pure DC voltage. [13] 

The peak output voltage of the supply transformer is Vp 

Where Vp = "'2 Vnns and Vnns = 9v 

" 

Vp = 9"'2 

Vp = 12.728v 

The peak-to-peak current of the supply is given as Ip = Ide = 500mA 

9 



3.2.3 Voltage Regulator 

Due to variations in DC output voltage with changes in load or input voltage a 

regulator is connected between the filter and the load. A regulator is an electronic control 

circuit which is capable of providing a nearly constant DC output voltage even when 

there are variations in load or input voltage. 

For this project a Zener diode of 6.2V rating connected in the charging system to 

prevent the rectified voltage charging the backup battery from supplying beyond the 6V 

when the battery i~. fully charged also s~rved as the voltage ftbUiatol, keeping the output 

voltage at 9V. [13] 

3.2.4 The Backup Battery and charger Unit 

In the event of a failure in the mains power supply, a 6v backup battery is connected 

to prevent power failure in the system. 

The battery charger unit is an automatic control circuit driven by 9v of the secondary 

windings of the transformer to charge the 6v DC battery. There are two thyristors used in 

the circuit, the first thyristor SCRI (BT152) is used to supply the charging current at 

charging while the second thyristor SCR2 (BT151) is used as a monitoring component to 

either switch the thyristor SCRI OFF when the 6v DC battery is fully charged or ON 

when it is not fully charged. 

A variable resistor with a range of 1 Kn was chosen to make sure the zener diode 

used 6.2v, does not go beyond the 6v when the battery is fully charged. 
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A 

f' 

• ________________ -=-7 __ 

03 
BT152 400R 04 L ...1-------1- I~ 

5 1BH62 

R5 
--'VVv--

470 

6vd_c R2 

1.0kO 

o 

01 

____ ., ____ +9v 

R3 
1.0kO 

1 
02 

-,4:""""'-J ,- BT151_500R 

kO 

~___ _ _________ .L ________ ... _____ ~ __ , 

FigJ .2.1 circuit diagram of thc battery charger unit 

CALCULATION 

By the design of this project, for the charger, it can be seen from the diagram that RI 

and R3 act as a voltage divider and if assumed maximum DC voltage across the fully 

charged battery and the voltage across the zener diode is chosen to be 6.2V, therefore 

using the formula; 

Vr= V:(_RI ) 
RI+R.1 

............... (*) 

Where Vz = voltage across the Zener diode = 6.2V 

Vr = E.M.F of the battery under charge = 6V 

Therefore from equation (*) above; 

6 = 6.2( RI ) 
RI+47 

6(47 + RI) = 6.2RI 

O.2RI ='6x47 

II 



282 
RI=--

0.2 

RI= 1410!.2 

The preferred value for RI was chosen 10 he I kilo ohms. 

I 

I-laving ca\cu~aled and found Ihe value ol'the components to be lIsed ror the ballery 

charger Slage, a 50~IF, 25V capacitor was chosen and connected ill series with the zener 

diode to prevenl any'transient efred 011 the tliyristor (SClb). 

The complete circuit diagram orthe Power Supply t!nit (PSt!) is shown below. 

"LEOl - -'l\ 

Fig.3.2.2 complete circuit diagram of Ihe !llmer suppl) unil (I'SLJ) 

3.3INPUT/SI~NSOR MICROSWITCIIES UNIT 

The Intrusion sensor delectors lIsed inlhis project arc micro-switches in normally Open-

mode. The switches arc connected in an electronic mat which could be used as door mat 

at the ~ntrance lind exit to buildings or the ~\Vitches could also he fixed to windows ill a 

normally open-mode. 

17. 



Any pressure of the heel or sole 0 a shoe as it steps on the mat or an attempt at 

opening the window causes the switches to close henc';. triggcrin~ the ab'm system. 

~ ... ~ ::., .... : .. <~:' . ;. 
,~(:!.,~ " :'. ~ Acl.a\o~:..o--~-f'l 

t?h<~?:;'''><''''':'' \---------.----, 
,. ~. ,'. ~ ,:' . 

'::\r:'~,':,"':', :. '~4J. ~~~~~~~;::::~~~-- Cont.llcl 

. ' .. :' .:,. , '~"" 

::t;::~,;)::~;,~, . 
Spring 

'" 

"tt.~~ •. :,', t,.... 'CI'W'ftl 
i. "; ... ~,::. ,;:' '1'~..,..I"" 
"~.~.~': \~:. ~. : .. ;'.; ", . 
r,=" .~ "" .: .~I " ., 

{...,;)~,-:.. ,.,' 
.it .)i,n,. ,';:, , " 

I 

rig, 3.3.1 schematic diagram of the micro-switch used as sensors 

3.4 MONITORING AND INDICATOR UNIT 

The monitoring and indicator unit is used in pin-pointing the exact point of intrusion 

hence, reducing the time wastage in locating the point of intrl!siQij which ~ould give the 

intruder the chance to escape. 

The Unit is built 011 a 4044 (Quad RIS flip-nop) Ie. This oackage contains 4 

independent Set/Reset nip-nops sharing a common output tristate enable control. 

9n anyone nip-nop Set and Reset should normally be high. If Set (S) is made low, 

as when the input switch is triggered, the Q output goes and stays high. I f Reset (R) is 

made low, the Q output goes and stays low, hence clearing the memory. 

Ifboth Sand R go low, the output goes low. This is a normally disallowed state and 

the last input to go high determines the final state of the nip-nop. 
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The output Q can be seen via indicators such as sev~n segment display or in this 

case LEOs. Each LED is connected to a separate output pin, while the Set pins are 

triggered via the input switches separately so that the point of intrusion that is, the 

switch triggered can be determined by the LED indicator that comes on. The circuit 
. 

diagram below shows the connection of the monitoring and indicator unit. 

J1 
U 

• ey = A J2 . 
ey = 8 JJ 

I = ~ 
J4 

Key = n 

6 

7 

4044BT_5V 

LED1 

~ ,.., 
I LED2 
~ 

8 ,....1 

LEDJ 
I ~ ~ 

rJ 

LED4 

~ 
,....1 

vee 
... -

10 

5 R2 
~10Q 

J5 

Key = R 

o L..---4---4---4-----___ -L-_~~ ____ _..._1 _____ " ___ --J 

.-L 

Fig. 3.4.1 circuit diagram of the monitoring and indicator unit 
, 

Keys A, B, C, and 0 serve as input switches with 10K pull-up resistors each, while 

key R is the reset switch with all reset pins looped together. The LEOs act as output 

(indicators) when any corresponding switch is triggered. 

14 
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3.5 THE TIMING UNIT 

The Timing Unit is built on a 555 timcr Ie in thc monostablc modc. Thc 555 timer 

Ie has found widc acceptance in thc design of timing units duc to its reliablc timin3 

charactcristics. 

R9 
10kO 

9 

J1 10uF-P 
Key = A 

11 

C6 

I ,. 
vcr; 

p::;t 

[lIS 

Tim 

TI·.I 

,OIl 

~;, If I 

10nF 

VCC 

-1--- 5V 

--------------------~ 

U4 

B ruT 
___ ---4 

Output to lone Gen. Unit 

J2 
Key = R 

LM555C 

o 

Fig. 3.5.\ circuit diagram of the Timing Unit 

A monostablc circuit produccs a singlc output pu Isc whcn triggcrcd. It is callcd a 

monoslable becausc it is stable in just one statc; "Output Low". It is only with the 

application of an external pulse that the circuit will intcrchange its statc i.e to the "output 

high" statc. 

H,owevcr after a certain timc period, determined by the values of resistor Rx and 

capacitor CI, the circuit will automatically switch back to the original stable state and 

remains there until another pulse is applied . 

. The timing period controls the period at which the generated tone will last. 
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3.5.1 Monostable Operation 

The timing period is triggered (started) when the trigger input (pin2) is less than 

YJVs, this makes the output high (+Vs) and the capacitor Cx starts to charge through 

resistor Rx. Once tr.e time period has started further trigger pulses are ignored. 

The threshold input (pin6) monitors the voltage across Cx and when this reaches YlVs 

the time period is over and the output becomes low. At the same time discharge (pin7) is 

connected to OV, discharging the capacitor ready for the next trigger.[12] 

CALCULATION 

The duration of the pulse is calIed the Time Period (T) and is determined by resistor 

Rx and capacitor Cx. 

Time period, T = 1.1 RxCx 

T = time period in seconds 

Rx in Ohms and Cx in Farads 

For a time period T = 2 seconds using a I OIlF capacitor as Cx. 

Rx= 181,818.18 n 

Hence a lOOk n resistor was chosen as Rx. 

The Reset input (pin4) overrides all other inputs and the timing may be cancelIed at 

anytime by connecting reset to Ground (OV), this instantly makes the output and 

discharges the capacitor. This is the way the tone generator may be disarmed. 
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3.6 THE TONE GENERATOR UNIT 

The Tone Generator Unit is built on 555 timer IC, but in the Astable mode. Unlike 

in the monostable state, the astable mode has no stable state; the output is continually 

changing between 'low' and 'high'. 

VCC 

U1 U2 
vee vee 

RST (){J]' RST UUT 

DIS 5 DIS 

THR THR 

L\ 
TRI TRI 

CON CON 

GND GilD 

3 LM 

LM555CM 

+ C2 
0.1uF 

o 

Fig.3.6 circuit diagram of thc Tone generation Unit 

3.6.1 Astable Operation 

vec 
r-6V , 

BUZZER 
20 Hz 

55CM 

With the output high (+Vs), the capacitor CI is charged by current flowing through 

RI and R2. The threshold and trigger inputs monitor the capacitor voltage and when it 

reaches %Vs (threshold voltage), the output becomes low and the discharge pin (pin7) 

is connected to OV. 

The capacitor now discharges with current flowing through R2 in the discharge pin. 

When the voltage falls to YNs (trigger voltage) the output becomes high again and the 

discharge pin is disconnected, allowing the capacitor to start charging again. This 
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, 

cycle repeats continuously unless the reset input is connected to OV which forces the 

output low while reset is OV. [12] 

CALCULATION 

TON = 0.7 x (RI + R2)xCI .......... . (I) 

AndToFF=0.7xR)xC3. . .(2) 

Where, T = time period in seconds (5) = TON + TOFF 

With RI = R2 = 68K and CI = I JlF 

TON = 0.7x(2x68x 10"3)x 10"-6 

'TON = 0.0952 sec. 

With R) = 8.2K and c) = 47 JlF 

TOFl'= 0.7x(8.2x 10"3)x47*10"-6 

TOFF = 0.26978 sec. 

TOFF ;:;:: 0.27sec. 

Therefore, 

T = 0.0952 + 0.27 

T = 0.3652 sec. 

, 1 
Since frequency, F = -

T 

F=---
0.3652 

F = 2.74 Hz. 

The tone generator unit is controlled by the timing unit via a transistor (BC 108), 

which acts as a switch to trigger the generator unit ON. Hence, once the timing period 

is elapsed the generated tone also ceases. 
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R6 
10kO Ul 

U2 

10 

R4 
8.2 0 

U3 
Rl 
10kfl R5 ' 

C 4 L'M555CM I 0 1 LM555CM LM555CM 4.7k: 8 9 :11 

:"/; ~{'------i-----J_-: (t~'·.L-t-L ---J-ll ~O 
Koy. R 

TIMING UNIT TONE GENERATION UNIT 

Fig 3.6.2 A circuit diagram of the timing unit and tone Gen. unit connected \'ia a transistor 

(BCI08UP). 

3.7 OUTPUT UNIT 

C6 ' 

.1 

A buzzer was used as thc output unit ofthc systcm, with the following specifications 

from data sheets: 

Frequency = 15 Hz 

Impedance = 300n 

Voltage rating 0:: 6v 

A completc circuit diagram of the Intruder Alarm system without the Power Supply 

Unit (PSU) is shown in Appcndix B. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

TESTING/ RESULTS AND ANALYSIS. 

4.1 TESTING 

The design and simulation of this project was carried out first using a Computer 

Aided Software known as Electronic Workbench"with each block designed and 

tested, where upon getting the required output results, the test was carried out on a 

breadboard. The specified components were obtained and test was carried out stage 

by stage and it was found to be functional on the breadboard within the design 

r:' speci fications. 

The entire components were then transferred on to a Vero board. Before soldering 

the components on the Vero board, the strip lines of the Vero board were cleaned with 

a methylated spirit in order to remove any form of conductor and dirt on the Vero 

board. IC bases were soldered on the Vero board instead 0fthe ICs themselves 

directly to avoid over-heating them during soldering and for easy replacement when 

necessary. Great care should be taken in handling CMOS ICs because any form of 

static discharge or heat due to soldering could easily damage them . 

.. Holes were then bore through the prototype base were the micro-switches were 

illstalled to protrude just for slight contact. The LEOs'were also installed to serve as 

the indicators. 

The project was assembled in a wooden case as shown in Appendix A. 
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4.2 RESULT ANALYSIS 

Testing of this project was first carried out using a computer software (Electronic 

Workbench) and the required result gotten after simulation, as shown be\o.w. 

15.0 
,-.. 

C:- 10.0 
u 

~ .5.0 ..... 
0 ;:-

0 
<I 
U -5.0 t:: 

15.0 

10.0 
() 
::r' 

~ 
.5.0 ::s 

n 

I; 
0 <: 

£.. 
-.5.0 "' ~ 

n ~ e -10.0 -10.0 ~ 
c;;, '-' 

-1.5.0 +-____ ..--____ .--____ r--___ -.,,.-___ -t-_1.5.0 

o 320.0m 640.1m 960.lm 1.3 1.6 . 

Time (5) 

Fig 4.2.1 A graph of Voltage (V) against Time (S) 

The above graph shows the simulated result gotten from the operation of the timing 

and tone generation unit. Where the blue line represents the timing unit output, while 

the red pluses represents the generated tone outputs. Point A is the point at which the 

sy~tem is trigger~d. Point B is the point at which the Timing Period (approx. 1. I3sec.) 

has elapsed thereby cutting off the generated tone. Hence the result conformed to the 

!>tipulated output result. 

The test was then carried out with the specified components on the breadboard, and 

.found to have worked satisfactorily according the specifications of the des.ign. Digital 

multimeter was also used to test for continuity at diff~rent stages on the veroboard to 

avoid any short-circuit or open circuit. 
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4.3 PACKAGING 

The complete circuit constructed was housed in a wooden box casing which also 

'serve as the base of the prototype bungalow house. with air holes for ventilation, as 

shown in Appendix A with the following dimensions: 

Length:- 73.6cm 

Width:- 52cm 

I tleight- 9cl11 

I 
1 
I 
1 (;' 

I 
I 
I 

1 

I 

1 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

The main aim of this project, which is to design and construct an intruder alarm system 

using micro-switches as intrusion sensors and which could incorporate a monitoring and 

indicator unit to reduce time spent in searching for point(s) of intrusion, was successfully 

achieved. it is worth mentioning how fascinating it is when one designs and constructs a 

system and see it function satisfactorily. This project has also improved on my knowledge 

and understanding on practical designand construction, especially on the use of 
c:' 

integrated circuits (lC) in a digital system. 

Although, during the construction, a lot of problems were encountered such as 

components malfunctioning, this was corrected after much trouble-shooting. The non-

availability of some components in the market was also problems encountered, which led 

to the changing to their replacements. The project functioned correctly. 

5.2 RECOMMEDATIONS 

This design can be modified to perform better by replacing the LEOs used as indicators 

by seven-segment display or other forms of display, to display the door or window 

numbers on intrusion. 

Considering the cost effectiveness of this design, it is worthy of note to recommend that 

this system be used in our homes and office buildings, airports, hotels, schools and other 

large environments. 
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UI, U2 and U3 

U5 

Keys (A. B, C, D) 

Key R 

Key X 

RI, R2 

R3,R4 

Rx 

R5, R6. R7, R8 

~9 

RIO, RII, R12, R13, RI4 

RI5 

QI 

.. CI 

C2 

C3 

C4 

CS 

Cx 

LED (I, 2, 3, 4) 

APPENDIX C 

PARTS LIST 

555 timer IC 

4044 (quad RlS flip-flop) IC 

Trigger Switches 

Monitoring Unit Reset switch 

Timing and tone Reset switch 

Resistor 8.2KO each 

Resistor 68KO each 

Tim ing Resistor IOOKO 

Resistors IOKO each 

limiting Resistor 4.7K!l 

Pull-up Resistors I k!l each 

PuU-down Resistor] on 

Be I 08BP NPN transistor 

Capacitor I OOJlF . 

. Capacitor 47 Jl F 

Capacitor ] 11 F 

Capacitor 0.01 pF 

Capacitor 0.1 pF 

r-
lin Ing capacitor lOIlF 

Indicators 

I 
f 


